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ABSTRACT. The rela tions between seasonal cha nges in ice speed, longitudin a l extension rate a nd terminus position a re inves tigated for Columbia Glacier, A laska, over th e
period 1977- 87. The lower reach of th e glacier is stud ied using repeat aerial photography,
which extends from the terminus to the base o f a n ice fall about 14 km up-glacier. There a re
regular sea sona l cycles in speed a nd stretching rate. These cycles continue after th e glac ier
retreats off the shoal at th e end of the fjord (i n about 1983), indica ting that factors other
than backstress, such a s seasona l cha nges in subglacial wa ter, control the speed o f th e
glacier. Terminus pos iti on appear s to be linked with thinning induced by long itudin a l
extension, as predicted by the calving model proposed by Va n der Veen (1996).

INTRODUCTION

CALCULATION PROCEDURE

Columbi a Glacier, located abo ut 30 km west of Valdez,
Alas ka, is a la rge temperate tidewater glacier that cak es
into Columbi a Bay, one of the inlets of Prince 'Villiam
Sound . C hanges on th e glac ier began in the late 1970s a nd
g reatl y increased beginning in 1982. During the early 1980s
the glacier terminus retreated , the entire lower r each
thinn ed, a nd speed and stra in rate incrcased.
Th e causes of the rapid retreat of Columbi a Gl acier a re
not well under stood. According to the commonly accepted
m odel, retreat of a glacier snout into deeper wa ter leads to
la rger calving rates and accelerated retreat (Brown a nd
others, 1982). H owever, thi s view is chall enged by Va n der
Veen (1996) who p roposes that terminus positi on is controll ed by the ice thickness in excess of fl otati on, which is
m a int a ined at about 50 m. Th e implicati on is that th e rapid
retreat of Columbia Glacier was initi a ted a nd sustained by
thinning of the glacier, rather tha n by increased calving
rates as the terminus retreated into deeper water. The di stincti on between th ese interpretati ons bea rs on th e proc ess
by whi ch tidewa ter glaciers calve a nd retreat.
A seco nd iss ue is the role of long itudinal co mpressive
st ress. Bac kstress origina ting at the termin a l moraine has
bee n suggested as a n import ant co ntrol on th e speed o f tidewater glaciers. M eier a nd Post (1987) a rg ue that the dram atic speed-up of Columbia Glacier in 1982 is pa rti a ll y d ue
to the release of bac kstress as the ice front retreated fro~ the
termin a l mora ine a nd lost co ntact with H eather Isla nd , at
th e mo uth of the fj o rd . Backstress is also suggested as a
model for the linkage between seasonal sp eed a nd terminus-pos iti on cycles (Krimmel a nd Vaughn, 1987).
Th e critical-buoyancy a nd backstress models a rc tested
in thi s co ntributi on by considering the time evolution of extension rate a nd ice speed on th e lower reach of Columbi a
Glacier.

Repeat ae ri al photogrammetr y of Columbi a G lacier has
bee n co nducted since the summer of 1976. Surface features
(m a inl y crevasses) a re traced on successive photographs
(Fo untain, 1982; Krimmel, 1987, 1992). D ata from 52 fli ghts,
typically spaced 1- 3 m onths apa rt, covering the period
1977- 87 a re used in the present stud y. Increased time sepa rati on ofl ater flights ha mpers detecti on of season al vari ati ons. Width-ave raged terminu s positions used in thi s stud y
a re from Krimmel (1992).
To facilitate finite-difference calcul ati ons, the irregula rl y spaced velocity determin ati ons we re interpolated to a
H
regul a r g rid using a Kriging procedure contained in SwJer
softwa re (Golden Soft wa re, 1994). The g rid interval used in
pri or stud ies (762.5 m ) is chose n, as it is reasonably close to
the ave rage data-point spacing a nd ice thickness. Gridded
res ults from Swjer iJ a re ve ry simil a r to th ose of th e more
compl ex gridding m ethod of R as mussen (1989). Erroneo us
data for each epoch were identified by compa ring velocity
vec tors with neighbors. Suspec t d ata were identified a nd di scarded a fter co nsulta ti on with R . Krimm el (wh o had done
most of th e measurements). Less than 1% of the position determin ations we re discarded.
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ERROR PROPAGATION
Errors in velocity arise from point identifi cation o n the
photog ra phs a nd from int erpola ti on of th e irregul a rl y
spaced velocity d ata to grid nodes.
Th e error in the hori zontal positi on of well-defin ed
points is estim ated to be 2 m (M eier a nd others, 1985). For a
time spac ing of 0.115 a (th e ave rage summer spacing, ignoring la rge (4· month ) wint er gaps), th e res ulting error in a
component of velocity is 25 m a 1. This is sm all compa red
to speed cycle a mplitudes (500- 2000 m a 1).
49
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Error introduced in interpolating velocities to regular
grid nodes is determined by calculating the stand ard deviation of differences between the interpolated and uninterpolated values (call ed a residual). For the Columbia
Glacier data set, the standard deviation of all residual values
calculated over the entire grid ranges between 35 and
45 m a I, depending on the epoch pai r. The largest residuals
a re due to excessive smoothing by the gridding routine
where there are large gradients in velocity. This occurs
mainly toward the si des of the glacier. The interpolation
error is much smaller (10 m a I), near the central 110wline
considered here. This sm aller error is relevant to the present
calculati ons.
Error in strain rate follows from error in velocity. We
assume that the two error sources (p oint identification,
25 m a -I, a nd interpolation, 10 m a- I) are indep endent and
quadratically additive (net uncertai nty: 27 m a- I). The
uncertaint y in calculated strai n rate for a typical epoch pai r
is then 0.05 a I (time spa n of 0.115 a, grid spacing 762.5 m ).
This estimated uncertainty is small compared to the seasonal
variation in strain rate near the icefall and at the terminus
(0.2 a- I).
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Fig. 1. Map rif lower reach rif Columbia Glacier. Isotachs
show ice speed (interval 600 m a- ) for the time span 18
February- I8 April 1985. Motion is from left to right. Plus
signs delineate points along center line defin ed by Sikonia
(1982). This trajectory is close to the average dynamic center
line qf the glacier. The plus sign in a circle is the origin for
the along-center-line trajectory. The plus signs with triangles
are the sites used in subsequent figures. The terminus is near
X BPRC = 14000 (m). An icefall is at XBPRC = 1000 (m).
Coordinates are tied to the system employed by the Us. Geological
Survey (USGS) such that X BPRC = 27523 (m)- Y US GS
andY BPRC = X USGS - 4029.5 (m).
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The motion of Columbia Glacier in the studied reach (Fig.
I) is mainly by basal sliding. Even at minimum speed, 90%
of surface speed is due to sliding (M eier and Post, 1987).
Internal deformation may be neglected as a m ajor contributor to speed.
Changes in speed a re shown in Figure 2a for the three
sites identified in Figure 1. Speeds triple in magnitude
between 1981 a nd 1987. Superimposed on this long-term
trend are seasonal variations, with speeds reaching maxima
from mid-winter to spring, depending on the position along
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Fig. 2. (a). Ice speed at three sites along the glacier. The heavy
dark line isfor along flow position 10.17 km, near the terminus. The thin Line is Jor along flow position 5.46 km, in the
mid-Lower reach. The dashed Line is Jor aLong flow position
0.77 km, below the icefall. Average error in speed is 27 m a- l
( b). Glacier speed at position 10.17 km and terminus position.
Terminus position is the width average over the central 2.5 km
( KrimmeL, 1992). Terminus location is given as along-centerline position.

the glacier. The amplitudes of these seasonal cycles increase
over the period considered.
Terminus cycles in speed are out of phase with the rest of
the lower r each. This relative timing is best described using
a long-flow stretching rate because of the coarse time resol ution (up to 4 months between flights).

ALONG-FLOW EXTENSION RATE
The la rgest values in along-flow extension rate occur below
the icefall between 0 and 2 km, and near the terminus
between 7 and 12.5 km (Figs 3 and 4a ). Stretching rates are
nearly zero in the central portion.
Extension rate varies seasonally (Fig. 4a). The m aximum (minimum ) in ex tension rate is reached between September and early J anuary Uuly, August). T hese cycles in
extension rate are due to the terminus region speeding up
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Fig. 3. Alongflow stretching rate. T heflowfollowing coordinate system ( Whillans and others, 1993) is used, in which the
axes are in the direction if the velocity vector and transverse to
this direction. Velocity gradients are calculated over neighboring grid lengths in the x andy system, then are interpolated to
the calculation points (17 points used; Fig. 1) and converted to
flow following coordinates using standard transformation
matrices. Isoline interval is 0.10 a '. Estimated error is 0.05
a- I. Terminus positions as in Figure 2b. Triangles indicate
the positions used in otherfig ures.
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Fig. 4. (a) Alongflow extension rateftr the three sites dis played in Figure 1. ( b) Alongflow extension rate at position
10.17 km and width -averaged terminus position.

BACKSTRESS
HEIGHT ABOVE BUOYANCY
Th e backstress m odel holds that seasona l cycl icity in speed
a nd stretching rate near the terminus is due to cha ng ing
horizontal compressive stress as th e terminus presses more
or less firml y against H eather Isla nd a nd its neighboring
shoal. According to Krimmel a nd Va ughn (1987), the relative timing of sp eed with glacier length supports thi s model,
as do cha nges in the phase of m aximum speed as the glacier
undergoes a net retreat from th e isla nd a nd shoal.
The time seri es of seasonal cycles in speed a nd extension
rate do not support th e backstress model. If backstress
causes seasonal cycling, the a nnu a l a mplitude in speed a nd
stretching rate should decrease as the glacier recedes oITthe
shoa l, a nd end altogether in 1984, when th e glacier lost contact with the shoal. Instead, the glacier shows seasona l cycling in speed (Fig. 2a ) and extension rate (Fig. 4a ) at least
to the end of 1986. Also, ifbackstress is important, the seasona l m axima would occ ur progressively later in th e year as
the glacier retreats off th e shoal (Krimmel a nd Vaughn,
1987). H owever, there is no systematic cha nge in velocitym axim a phasing at the terminus over the stud y per iod.
Th e simple inter pretation is th at controls on speed a re constant throughout the study period a nd th at processes other
th a n backstress a re responsible for the seasonal cycles.
https://doi.org/10.3189/S0260305500011927 Published online by Cambridge University Press

Th e second model tested is th at terminus pOSitIOn on
Columbi a G lacier is controlled by the height above buoyancy at the terminus (Va n der Veen, 1996). H eight above
buoyancy is the thickn ess of ice in excess of notati on. As th e
glac ier thins, the position o f the critica l height above buoya ncy m oves up-glacier a nd the rate of calvi ng adj usts to kee p
the ice front at th e cri tical height. Th e critical-buoyancy
m odel includes both thickness a nd water depth, but for
Columbi a Glacier changes in wate r depth with terminus
position a re sm aller tha n thickness changes.
T hickness cha nge on the glacier is est im ated from extension ra te. From considerati ons of continui ty, the thinning
rate at the te rminus is nearl y proporti ona l to a long-flow extension rate. Oth er terms in the continuity equati on (sp eed,
thickness g radient, transverse now stretching a nd surface
melting) have much sm all er contributi ons. Also, seconda ry
st rain rates associated with the curvature of the calving
front are minor. This proxy of extension rate for thinning is
more precise than direct measurements of surface elevati on,
T he m odel is tested by compa ring ice-thickness change
estim ated from extension rate with terminus positi on (Fig.
4b), Th ere is a close in-ph ase relation between seasona l ice
51
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thinning (extension rate) and minimum terminus position.
Furthermore, in 1983 the time duration and up-glacier
extent of near-terminus extension rate (thinning) increases,
causing additional terminus retreat (Fig. 3).
Conversely, ice speed is often out of phase with terminus
position and stretching rate (Fig. 2b). Minimum terminus
positions precede the maximum speed by 1- 3 months in five
of the nine years studied. Speed has a small er eITect than
thinning on terminus position.

UNUSUAL YEAR
The year 1980- 81 is special because seasonal cycles are
much reduced near the terminus, and the glacier retreats
half the usual seasonal distance. At the terminus, the amplitude in speed (Fig. 2b ) is half that in adjacent years and
there is no extension rate maximum (Fig. 4b ).
The small terminus retreat is interpreted as a lack of
extension-induced thinning (Fig. 3). Terminus retreat that
does occur in this year is likely the result of thinning due to
secondary processes such as ablation and non-buoyancydominated calving. The lack of extension rate is probably
due to a change in the usual seasonal subglacial water cycle
that greatly reduced the seasonal extra speed-up of the ter.
.
mm us reglOn.
In contrast, seasonal cycles for 1980 and 1981 are normal
near the icefall and mid-reach. This applies to both extension rate (Fig. 4a) and speed (Fig. 2a). The year 1980-81 is
unusual only near the terminus.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This investigation of the ti me evolution of speed and stretchi ng rate has led to a better understanding of processes acting
on the lower reach of Columbia Glacier. Backstress seemed
to be a viable model for accounting for the annual terminus
position cycle while the glacier was in contact with the
terminal moraine. However, seasonal cycles in speed and
extension rate continued after the glacier retreated off the
moraine, indicating that backstress is not a primary control
on flow.
A model that fits the observations is the requirement
that the terminus maintain an ice-front thickness of 50 m
in excess of flotation (Van der Veen, 1996). According to this
view, the calving rate is a slave to processes that decrease ice
thickness and increase water depth at the ice front. For
Columbia Glacier, changes in ice thickness occur at a rate
faster than the glacier can retreat into deeper water. Hence,
ice-thickness changes are the prime determinant of terminus position.
A deeper question is what controls the thickness of the
glacier. The seasonal cycle of thickness change for the lower
reach is largely controlled by along-flow stretching rate.
Stretching rate in turn is controlled by a longitudinal
increase in basal sliding toward the terminus.
Following conventional models on sliding controls, we
suppose that speed cycles are due to changes in the subglacial plumbing system. Kamb and others (1994) demonstrate that increases in basal water storage on the days-toweeks time-scale cause larger speeds on Columbia Glacier.
It is likely that seasonal water-input changes on Columbia
Glacier also cause speed cycles as they do on other glaciers
(Hodge, 1974; Iken and others, 1983). Speed on Columbia
52
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Glacier is fastest in winter. At this time, water throughput
is small and drainage inefficient, which likely results in large
basal water pressures and storage. In summer to late
a utumn, drainage is probably by tunnels and conduits as
needed to evacuate the summer ablation and extra rainfall
of autumn. This efficient drainage system decreases the distribution and magnitude of water pressure and subglacial
storage, and accounts for slower summer and autumn ice speeds.
Seasonal increases in sliding near the terminus lead to
extensional thinning. Extra stretching near the terminus
reaches a maximum during autumn, the time of maximum
rainfall in southeast Alaska (Burrell, 1983). The autumn increase in precipitation likely leads to an extra increase in
water pressure and /or distribution in the near-terminus region.
The seasonal increase in precipitation may then be ultimately responsible for the annual terminus-position cycles.
Extra terminus stretching is likely linked to special hydraulic effects on sliding in the near-terminus region. Extra
stretching may be the result of important effects on water
pressure/storage due to connectivity with the ocean. Alternatively, the very small slopes near the terminus may lead
to R-channel instability and a distributed drainage system
as suggested by Bindschadler (1983). Extra terminus stretching may also be linked to a near-terminus deformable bed. A
thick layer of sediment could cause formation of a distributed channel system of the type discussed in vValder and
Fowler (1994). A deformable bed would also help explain
the early slow-down of the terminus region. The early slowdown may be linked to the development of effective
drainage channels in the sediment, resulting in an early
decrease in water storage. Whatever the precise model,
clearly a special change in basal hydrology near the terminus has an important role in seasonal thinning and terminus
position.
It is important to note that changes in ice thickness initiated at regions other than the terminus can also contribute to retreat. For example, beginning in 1983, there is a
large increase in along-flow extension rate at the icefall
(Fig. 3). Consequent thinning will eventually reach the
terminus and cause additional retreat.
Because processes that control ice thickness are global in
nature, studies of calving confined to the ice front are of
limited value in determining the mechanisms responsible
for rapid retreat. In order to obtain accurate predictions of
tidewater glacier stability, future studies must take into
account drivers of thickness change (ice flow, mass balance)
throughout the glacier, as well as possible changes in water
depth as the terminus retreats into the fjord.
A further question concerns the physics behind the criticalbuoyancy model, which at present is not understood. However, deducing this physics seems to be less critical to understanding the collapse of the glacier than determining the
causes of thinning.
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